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Mighty Falcons Retain MA
By Jus Kleckner
NEWS Sport. Editor

Doyt Perry was all
Saturday, but he liked it that
way.
Perry and his coaching
staff got the "shower room"
treatment after the Falcon's
tremendous, come - from - behind
victory over Ohio University.

MUDDY. fUBLlANT FALCONS gather In Memorial
Kail lo celebratn and congratulate each other alter Sal
urday's hsrd fought victory over Ohio University. By defeating OU 7-6. Bowling Green retained the Mid American
Conference championship for the second straight year.

Bowling Green has won the crown three times In the last
lour years. Asa Elsea's extra point and an OU blocked
Held goal attempt by BG's Jim Winer proved to be key
plays in the game.

Jubilant BO Ballplayers
Express Game Views
By Howard Aldrlch
NEWS Reporter

"It's team spirit that makes
BG jrreat," remarked a very
happy and very confident Bob
Reynolds. ROR Reynolds said.
"I've never seen a better dedicated bunch of fjuya in my
life."
These comments sum up the
mood of jubilant players in the
locker room after the OU game
Saturday.
Bob Fearnsidc, co-captain, and

Senate Members Cut
Quorum Limit To 50
The University Senate passed a
recommended bylaw limiting its
quorum to 50 members last week.
The bylaw states:
"For the purpose of transacting
regular business in the University
Sgntte. a quorum shall consist of
50 Senate members, except that
recommendations to be submitted to
the President of the University
shall be approved by a majority of
the Senate members, if necessary,
by a mail vote."
The quorum now consists of
about 80 persons, 50 per cent of
the Senate members.
"For ordinary business it is better to operate with a smaller
quorum," Dr. Bowman explained.
"The Senate turned down a motion to pass the report of the
Trustees' Committee on Student
Affairs on to the President without
any further discussion," he added.
The Senate meetings are scheduled for every third Wednesday of
each month. However,
special
meetings will be called during
November and December due to
Thanksgiving and Christmas recesses.

Tom Sims thought "that last minute was the longest of my life."
Kearnside said, "It was a team
effort. We wanted it bad and
knew we could beat 'cm."
Co Captain Gary Sherman, his
I :co and uniform completely COT
ered with mud. put it very eim
ply. "I'm happy as heck." Sherman's uniform was 10 caked with
mud that he had lo have help lo
get it off.
Don Lisbon put down the orange
he was chewing to venture a few
thoughts
"after we got started
we knew we could beat 'em, but
it was still close all the way."
"The guys have been working
for this all year and today they
got it," remarked John Doyle, and
then he added, "It was muddy out
there, real muddy."
Nobody took anything away
from OU
in fact, nobody even
mentioned OU. although now and
then someone said that OU played
a good, clean game.
Back in a corner of the dressing
room, Asa Elsoa modoilly said.
'Don't talk to me. talk to the guys
that won it. the guys that played
Ihe whole game."
Muss Hepncr, a first-string halfback for BG who was graduated
last year, said he "couldn't believe
it could happen two years in a
row."
Obviously well pleased. Jay
Cunningham remarked, "It was a
real hard fought game, but the
best team won!"
II llm McXeo, Oil's place kicker,
would have walked Into the locker
rocm he would have been thrown
Into Ihe shower, too. As a couple
of mud splattered players Jokingly
commented. "McKee's 'the best
player we have — he's left the
gale open for us two years in a
row."
Tony Ruggiero, Falcon quarterback, turned from his well-wishers
to emphasize. "We did it for the
University, not just for the team."

Pershing Rifles Name Alpha Phi
Pledge To Sponsor's Aide Position
Margaret M. Hunt, a 19 yearaid blond representing Alpha Phi
sorority was elected Pershing
Rifle Sponsors Aide last night.
The election was by members of
the Pershing Rifles and followed
a formal reception held for 23
candidates nominated by sororities, women's housing units, and
members of the Pershing Rifles.
A sophomore art major in the

HONORARY MAI. Nancy Xnapp.
formally recognises newly elected
Honorary Copt Margaret M. Hunt

College of F.ducation, Miss Hunt
will serve as traveling companion
to Honorary Maj. Nancy J. Knapp.
She will receive the honorary rank
of Captain. Both coeds will accompany Pershing Rifles, a national military honorary society, during drill competition at Universities throughout the raid-west.
Miss Hunt's two-year term with
the Pershing Rifles will include
one yeur as sponsor's aide and a
second year automatic promotion
to full sponsor. During her two
years she will make official appearances at teas, receptions, and
will contact both top cadet and
regular army officials. Sho will
a'so represent the local PR unit.
Company 1-1, in regimental competition for the selection of a first
regiment Pershing Rifle sponsor.
Traveling with Honorary Maj.
Knapp. both girls will represent
the Pershing Rifles, the Army Reservo Officer's Training Corps,
and t'-e University.
The blue-eyed Alpha Phi pledge
is a 1961 graduate of Hoban Dominican High School in Cleveland,
Ohio. During her high school years
the 5 foot 8 inch coed spent three
years modeling for Halle Brothers in Cleveland. Her future plans
include graduation from the University and becoming an art instructor in a secondary school
system.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mm. Edward L. Hunt, 4425 Lee
Heights
Blvd.,
Warrensville
Heights, Ohio.

The 7 6 Bowling Green win gave
BG Its second straight Mid Ameil
can championship, the third In
four years, and answered the
"Beat OU" cry of thousands of
Falcon fans.
Coach Perry, thrilled with the
final score of a game he called
"as close as I've ever seen" saw
his Falcons come from a 6-0 deft
cit to go ahead in the fourth quarter, and then tight off an Ohio U.
scoring threat with a minute left
to play.
There were a number of
"firsts" in the game. Bowline

ampionship
It team to score
fist Ohio U. in
first loss for
car and the first
games for Ohio;
and it was the first time an Ohio
U. field goal attempt had been
blocked this year.
Coach Bill Hess had no apolo
glee for losing, calling the Bob
cat squad one ol his beet but he
said Bowling Green wai "the
toughest team we've played this
year."
Some observers thought the
weather hurt the Bobcat passing
attack, but the field conditions
also hindered the Kalron runners,
ami the wind was responsible for
a poor Howling Green punt late
in the game.
Norm Limpert, who has been
among the nation's loaders most
of the year, punted only 11 yards
and Ohio had the ball on the
Bowling (ireen 32. In 10 plays it
was fourth and goal to go on the
IK! two, but Ile.ss elected to trj

for the field goal instead of the
touchdown. The ball was set down
on the nine, and Jim McKce, who
had missed from the 15 in the
first half, kicked. At least three
mud-splattered Falcons rushed in
to block the ball but Jim Wisscr
was the man to get credit for
the actual block.
The final statistics were lust as
close as the score. Bowling
Green had 11 llrsl downs. Ohio.
12; The Bobcats had 135 yards on
the ground, the Falcone. 134;
Bowling Green gained 55 yards in
the air. Ohio. 52. The Falcons had
a 189 187 edge In total yardage.
Kay Hell was the leading rusher
for BG, gaining 48 yards in 13
oarrle*. Jay Cunningham had 34
in 11 carries, and was the Falcon's leading pass receiver with
two for 23 yard*. Don Lisbon
picked up 82 yards in 11 carries
and scored the Fnlcon touchdown.
Roger Keynolds had 10 in three
tries.
(Continued on Page 3 Col 5)
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CBS News Analyst
To Speak Thursday
Richard C. Hottelet, Columbia Broadcasting System's
outstanding news commentator, will speak on "The World
Today," at 8:15 p.m. Thursday in the ballroom.

CONGRATULATIONS war* •xchanc*d by Falcons. Ray B»U, leading ground
gainer for Bowling Groen In Saturday"-, gam*, and Asa Eliea, ac* point alter
touchdown kicker, ai they walk olf lb* stadium (told alter BG's victory over
Ohio University.

Oxford-BG Debate: Should
United States Tolerate Cuba
Amidst British accents and de-sumptions and rapidly flowing
liberate witticisms,
William D.
words.
The debate was filled with witMadel and John it. McDonnel, Oxford debaters, emphasized "no
ticisms coming from both teams
need — no right" at the Oxford
and the winning team was decided
only in the minds of the audience.
vs. Bowling (ireen State University debate last night.
The "no need"— no right" theories were the basis of the negative
side of the topic: "Resolved: That
the United States should not tolerate the continued existence of
the Castro Regime in Cuba."
The affirmative case of the debate was effectively presented by
Carolyn Kleibcr, a graduate student in speech, and Larry N. Wilder, sophomore in the College of
Liberal ArU. They emphasized the
continued military threat in Cuba
and also stated that Cuba is a
base for the southern hemisphere
infiltration. They pointed out the
present misery of the Cuban people living under the Castro Regime.
The negative ca.se theme, "no
need — no right," was based on
the theory that the United States
has no need and no right to intervene in Cuban affairs. The opinion
of the Knglish debaters was that
Cuba has the right to make military alliances with any country.
The statements made by the affirmative team were well substantiated, while the negative
team seemed to rely more on as-

Dad's Day Celebration
Includes Many Events
The annual Dad's Day celebration will be Saturday.
The schedule of events includes
a Saturday morning breakfast for
the members of the football team
and their fathers; the Bowling
Green—Southern Illinois football
game at 2 p.m. with the Dad of
the Year being presented at halftime; the variety show at 7 and
9 p.m.in the main auditorium; and
an all campus dance from 9 p.m.
to midnight in the ballroom.

British Debaters View

On his
television program,
"Ki.-hatd C. Hottelet and the
News," Mr. Hottelet spotlights
stories of long range Importance
with the assurance that is the
result of first hand reporting of
the backgrounds of many of today's events and issues.
In more than 20 years of reporting abroad and at home, Mr.
Hottelet has established himself
in the front ranks of news anBlyeta antl political observers.
Before his return to the United
States in 11150 to assume a prime
role in reporting the domestic
political scene in an election year,
the tall, lanky newsman lived in
Kurope much of the time, covering major events for CBS for 12
years-.
Mr. Hottelet spent most of his
time in Germany, entering that
country as a postgraduate student
at the University of Berlin.
In 1938, he went to work for
United Press International to cover such history-making events as
the German march into Czechoslovakia and the assault on Poland which triggered World War
II.
Too outspoken in his opposition
to the Nazi's, Mr. Hottelet was

U.S. Eating Habits,
Fraternities, Schools

Frosh To Nominate
Officer Candidates

"The bigness of New York City
and the terrific pace in which
New Yorkers live is appalling,"
was one of the statements made by
William D. Madel and John B.
McDonnel, Oxford University debaters.
Mr. Madel and Mr. McDonnel
were chosen by the Governing
Committee of the Union of Oxford University to represent Oxford University throughout a tour
of colleges and universities in the
United States and Canada. They
participate in a debate at each
campus they visit. Their tour began on September 14, 1962 and
ends December 14, 1962.
"I expected to see everyone
running around in clothing similar to those worn in the movie
'Guys and Dolls'," said Mr. McDonnel, "but now I can't get over
how solemn you all are and how
conservative the dress is. The
American women sem to be much
more business-like and active in
politics and business than English
women."
Mr. McDonnel a native of London, and Mr. Madel, from Manchester, were graduated from Oxford University in 1961. Mr. Madel is planning a career in publishing and Mr. McDonnel intends
to be a lawyer.
They were surprised that the
student body in
American colleges and universities have such
little power. They said that the
Student Council at Oxford Uni(Con't on Page 4 Col 1)

The freshman who are eligible
to be nominated for a class office
must be a full time student, in
good standing with the University, and have a minimum grade
average of 2.25.
The prospective candidate must
bring two students with him, one
to make the nomination, the other
to second it.
After the nomination, the candidate will be given a petition
which must be signed by 25 freshmen and be turned in at the Student Activities Office by 3:30 p.m.
Friday.

Maj. Hardesty Remains
In Critical Condition
Maj. I.oi in Q. Hardesty, assistant
professor of military science, is
in critical condition in Mercy Hospital, Toledo, after an automobile
accident at 4:10 p.m. Friday.
Major Hardesty was traveling
north on route 25 when his car
went out of control, slid sideways,
and crossed the center divider
strip crashing into the front of an
automobile driven by Mrs. Virginia Beach of Toledo.
Mrs. Beach was treated and released from Wood County Hospital where Major Hardesty was
given first aid and transferred to
Mercy Hospital.
Major Hardesty suffered a fractured jaw, a possible skull fracture and internal injuries.

arrested on a trumped-up charge
of espionage and tossed into solitary confinement Released in exchange for u Nazi newsman, he
transferred to CHS in London in
mil.
Since the war, in continued pursuit of news, Mr. Hottelet has
traveled throughout Russia and
Europe.
lie
was
at
the
Summit Conference in Geneva,
returned to Gormnny, and has recently made a number of trip* to
South America.
While at home, Mr. Hottelet
htis worked on stories about integration problems in tho South
and has been in the thick of political convention! ami campaigns.
Tickets originally purchased for
performance of Meridith and Rini

Richard C. Hollelel
Willson will be honored. The Willsons hnvc been forced to cancel
their appearance because of complications developing from an
emergency appendectomy performed on Mr. Willson. They had postponed their Oct. 25 appearance to
Nov. 15 before the complications
developed.

Wagman Mentions
Reed During Trial
Former Falcon basketball player
Rill Reed was mentioned last week
during the trial of Jack Molinas,
former Columbia University and
professional player.
Molinas and admitted basketball
briber Aaron Wagman are being
charged with the bribing of many
collegiate players.
Wagman testified that he and
Molinas arranged for Reed to
dump his teams' game with Michigan State at East Lansing, Mich.,
Dec. 3, 1959.
Wagman said $500 was paid to
Reed and $500 to a teammate. Tom
Falentano.
The deal, Wagman said, was that
Michigan State would win by seven
points or more. The final score was
Michigan State 96, Bowling Green
67.
Reed withdrew from the University last semester when his
name was first mentioned in connection with the basketball scandals.
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Editorially Speaking
National Education Week
This is National Education Week.
Today the NEWS is devoting page two to the role of education in the nation and especially on the campus.

Tuesday. Nor. 13. 1962

Theme Of National American Education Week
Centers In 'Education, The Challenge Of Change'
■ ->w.

A Successful University

BG Participates In Observance
Of Vital Link In American Life

How can the success of a university be measured? What
should be the goals of a university?
There are several approaches to these questions.
Nevitt Sanford in "The Successful College" distinguishes
between the success of a college as an enterprise and as an
educational institution.

"Education Meets the Challenge of Change" is the theme
of the forty-second annual American Education Week, (AEW)
being observed this week throughout the United States.
AEW activities at Bowling Green will be part of a nationwide observance during which an estimated 30 million
adults will visit the nation's schools and colleges.

In being a successful enterprise an institution must survive, maintain itself, and expand. Buildings, winning football
teams, a good student body, perhaps a program for study
abroad, and a desirable public image are symbols of this type
of success.

The activities of the week
will call attention to the vital
role of education in perserving
the American way of life in an
age of rapid technological and
sociological change.

Success in the educational field may be measured in immediate or ultimate stages.
"A college may be justifiably proud of how good its
graduates are at the time they graduate, how well they test,
how much they know as measured by one instrument or another, what kind of grades they have made, and how many
get admitted to graduate school. This is very different from
the ultimate criteria: what the individual contributes to society, what he accomplishes, and what he does with his life,"
Sanford says.

SANDY STEVENS — a University senior doing ilud.nl touching al Ridqe
Street Elementary School, •xplolni lo on* of nor pupil* how a coloring could
bo Improved.

The successful institution should be concerned with the
individual — what it can do for the person and how much
it can help him develop.
Too many colleges and universities are interested only
in upgrading themselves in the academic world. They are too
concerned with having a note or notorius faculty — a high
percentage of Ph. D.'s. They art looking for academic glamour.

University Sends Out
Promising Educators

The educational needs of the people of the state should be

By Sue Smiih
NEWS REPORTER
Each year Bowling Green sends out students from the

the concern of a state university. What can it do for the students who enter its gates?

department of education to the local schools where they receive their required eight weeks of student teaching. This is

As Sanford says, "If a college admits rigid, stereotyped
students who are narrow and full of prejudices, who have

one of the ways cooperative relationship between the University and the community is expressed.

transitory interests and primitive tastes, and who have not
modified the values they uncritically accepted at an early age,
and if after four years it turns out students who are broad

The program is done on a two-party contract basis. The
contract involves an agreedevote more time to individuals.
In this way,
student teuchers,
ment between Bowling Green
master teacher, and the pupils betUniversity and the city public
ter themselves.
school system allowing the University to have access to the faStudent Teacher's View
cilities of the city schools for stuFrom the student teacher's point
dent touching, junior experience, of view, senior, Verneda E. Drain
secondary observations, and spe- said, "I have learned more in
cial classes, only.
eight weeks, not only the subject
Usually the student teachers are
matter, but how to teach, than
placed with qualified teachers.
in all other seven semesters of
Qualified teachers arc those study." And because of this fact,
with a
master's degree
and
she feels that "the practice teachthree years successful experi- ing period could be extended to
ence on the secondary level.
12 weeks,"
Miss Drain taught
Whereas, on the elementary level,
American government at Fostoria
teachers must have a bachelor's Senior High School and American
degree and three years experience.
history at the Junior High.
The department of education
Richard H. Lundgren, senior,
places the prospective teachers taught art in the junior and
mostly in Bowling Green schools, senior high schools at Ottawa
but some are placed in other
IIills. I.undgren has found student
schools.
Student teachers are tenrhing "more interesting than
placed in the high schools for
I hud anticipated, and I found the
only two eight-week periods dur- disciplining part of teaching harding the academic year.
est."
Under the program a senior in
Claisroom Teacher* View
education begins teaching one subThe classroom teachers workject for an eight week training
ing with the University students
period and then gradually builds
are satisfied with the program.
up the curriculum. They, also,
As fourth grade teacher, Mrs.
come in contact with many famiTheodore W. Knight, Ridge Street
lies in the community for the
Elementary, expressed it, "I enchildren have student teachers
nearly every year they attend joy the student teachers. They arc
sort of afraid when they first apschool.
pear and then at the termination
With the help of the student
teacher, the master teacher can of the eight weeks they leave as
real teachers. It's very challenging to watch them mature in their
teaching ability and presentation."
"I feel that more trained hands
in the classroom can do more for
the pupils and we, as teachers,
can do our job more thoroughly."
Ls the view of Mrs. Floyd G. Gross,
communication system.
special education teacher at Ridge
The rooms in the Women's ResiStreet.
dence Center arc "large, well situMrs. Edwin L. Miller, sixth
ated, and easy to keep clean and
have plenty of closet space," said grade teacher concluded that "the
student teachers bring refreshing
Patricia R. David of North Hall.
ideas to the classrooms and the
One of the factors contributing duties of teaching can be divid.
to high morale in the men's dormi- ed by two which leaves more optories is the development of a selfportunity for concentration upon
governing system. This system was
each child." This is the general
started by Conklin Hall last year. idea expressed by the master
The men drafted a constitution and
teachers.
set up a temporary Administrative
Children's View
Council to find out how practical
The reaction of the children can
it would be. The constitution was
be summed up in the words of
then submitted to Dean Smith and
sixth grader, James L. Wilcox
the University and was approved.
as he said, "The student teachers
"I feel that the Conklin Adminunderstand children very well and
istrative Council is a very enthusiunderstanding is what it takes to
astic, devoted group," stated Carl
have a good classroom."
E. Schwobel, head resident of Conklin Hall. The reason that the Administrative Council has helped
Will do typing. Contact Mrs. Middle
increase morale is because "rather
than having the head residents ton. 352-3(44.
making the decisions, the men can
FOR SALEi ItSt Champion (taller.
sit down and make the majority
SO feel by 10 leet. Can be .een at
of the policies themselves," he Qypsy Lane Trailer Court. Can be
continued.
financed with a reasonable down payDon E. Cook, head resident of ment Call 352 3644 (or appointment
FOR SALE: 10 year old brown and
Rodgers Quadrangle, reports that
while paint gelding. Contact Tom
the study orientation sessions have
Stucky. 77 Rodgers.
been succesful and that help sesLOST: Tan trench coat In the perisions with different professors are
odical room In the Library. Contact
planned. The sessions are to be
Stephen Henderson. Sigma Chi House.
held in the lounge of the dormitory.
He feels that the Administrative
LOST: Pair of men's glasses, gray.
Council can be very good if used to Reward offered. Contact BUI Prots. Phi
iU potential.
Delia Thela. Ext MM.

and open to the world, whose values now reflect their own
criticism and best thought, who are imaginative and curious
and capable of self-expression, who are sensitive and discriminating with respect to the manifold aspect of our culture —
then I would say this college is successful as an institution
of learning."
Let this be the goal of our University — turning out
broad-minded individuals who have been trained to think.
— Ann Jctt

Mother Of 9 Seeks Degree,
Despite Full-Time Nursing Job
Homemaker, student, nurse . . .
A 30-hour Hay would be n delight
for Mrs. Fernando Kurtzli. a 39year-old Liberty Center mother of
nine children.
Mrs. Kurtzli is a full-time student at Bowline; Green, works 48
hours a week as a practical nurse,
and assumes the many responsibilities of a homemaker.

li said. "They see to it that most
of the work around the house gets
done."
With the exception of 19-yearold Bryce, who is married and in
the Navy. Grace, aged 4, is the only
one of her nine children who does
not attend school.
"My biggest problem." says Mrs.
Kurtzli, "is finding time to study.
I envy the students who live on
campus and have so much time for
that purpose and to take part in
so many worthwhile extra-curricular activities. For me, there just
aren't enough hours In the day."

Student Attitude, Morale High'
Smith Says In Dormitory Report

MRS. FERNANDO KURTZLI
a lull
tun* student practical nurse, and
mother of nine children, sits belore
an experimental teaching machine.
"I've wanted to earn a college
degree so I could be a teacher ever
since I graduated from high
school," said Mrs. Kurtzli. "With
my large family it always seemed
impossible until finally in 1969 I
made up my mind to go ahead with
my education.' 'She enrolled in the
University that year and expects
to be graduated with a bachelor
of science degree in education next
August.
She said it has not been easy.
Mrs. Kurtili drives 60 miles each
week day to attend classes on campus. Arriving home late in the
afternoon, she has many household
tasks to take care of through the
early evening hour*. Then, from
11 p.m. until 7 a.m. she works at
the Henry County Home in Liberty
Center.
"I couldn't possibly do it without
the help and encouragement of my
husband and children," Mrs Kurtx-

"Thc attitude and morale of students is unusually high in the dormitories this year." reports Donnal
V. Smith, dean of students.
Dean Smith heads a committee
which is studying dormitory life.
The committee also includes Florence K. Currier, dean of women,
and Wallace W. Taylor, dean of
men.
The committee has talked with
14 groups of counselors and with
head residents to find out what the
students like and dislike about
dormitory living.
Students questioned about dormitory life reacted favorably, but had
a few dislikes. Beverly A. Koenig
of Shatzel Hall said, "I like it.
It's more Informal than last year
and the restrictions are not as
rigid." Restrictions also were mentioned by Shirley M. Brown of
Mooney Hall who feels that "sometimes you are fed up with the restrictions, but they are necessary.
I still like it."
Rosemary Cox of Lowry said, "I
like dormitory living, although it's
different!" She felt that the orientation sessions directed by the
counselors using the "How to
Study" book were "excellent."
Jon C. Hammon of Rodgers
Quadrangle said he had very few
complaints. "It has been an interesting and tremendous experience."
His only complaint was that the
telephone system has no inter-

At Bowling Green, a threefold
program has been set up to mark
AEW. First, a display will be arranged in the Promenade Lounge
pertaining to the theme. Secondly, a noon luncheon will be held
Friday in the Pink Dogwood Room
in honor of Dr. Walter A. Zaugg,
professor emeritus of education.
Dr. Zaugg was a teacher for 59
years.
Finally, all University faculty
members and all students in the
College of Education will be invited to a Professional Day to be
held at 9 a.m., Wednesday, Nov.
21 in the Ballroom. Dr. Donnal V.
Smith, dean of students, will be
the featured speaker at this program.

The U.S. Office of Education
became an AEW sponsor in 1922,
and the National Congress of Parents and Teachers in 1938.

Machines Ease
Growing Task
By Morlln Brown
NEWS Reporter
This year, and through the
years to come, students from
pre-school through college will
be learning with the help of

various kinds of programmed
material and automatic selfinslructionnl
devices
popularly
known as teaching machines.
These machines are designed for
the individual student, rather than
for mass instruction of an entire
class tit one time. They require
Topics to de discussed: "School
active response from the student
Community Partnership," tomorwho must manipulate them in
row; "Lifelong Learning," Thurs- some manner to indicate his reday; "International Understand- sponse to questions or problems
ing,"
Friday; and
"A
l<ook
they present.
Ahead," Saturday.
Teaching machines tell the student immediately whether his anNational sponsors of AEW are
swer
Is right or wrong, providing
the National Education Associareinforcement an Important aspect
tion (NEA), American Legion,
ol the learning process.
National Congress of Parents and
One of the greatest advantages
Teachers, and the United States
of these machines is that they
Office of Education.
present nn organized program of
American Education Week grew
material that may be tackled by
out of the revelation during World
the student at his own rate of
War 1 that an alarming proporlearning.
tion of the American people were
Contrary to popular opinion, the
illiterate and physically unfit. The teaching machine has been in exNEA and the newly formed Ameriistence for more than 40 years.
can Legion conceived AEW as
Dr. Vergil K. Ort, assistant dean
part of their plan for attaining of the College of Education, said
a program of education equal to
that these machines have been
American needs in the Twentieth
used extensively in the army.
Century.
Dr. Brian Sutton Smith, associate
professor of psychology, and Dr.
Ort said that the primary reason
All students Interested in further
for these machines not being used
information about Bummer lobs in
as much as teachers would like Is
Europe should write directly to the
the great expense. Dr. Sutton Smith
Department of North American Stuadded that during the tune It takes
dent Information Service. The Place
to program a teaching machine to
ment Office and the Director of the
the student's ability, one could alUnion do not have the Information
most write a small textbook.
or application* as stated In the
"No, I don't think that the
advertisement In Friday's NEWS.
teaching machine will ever replace the teacher;
it will, of
of course, be a very beneficial supplement to the teacher," said Dr.
Ort.
Dr.
Sutton-Smith
said
he
Bouifiruj torcfn State Imiiifrsiti)
thought it was within the realm of
possibility that teaching machines
might replace the teachers in some
Editorial Staff
Ann left
Editor cases. Considering that classes are
increasing in number, that state
Annette Conegllo
Managing Editor
funds are lacking, and there is a
Issue Editor
lira Camay
Wyla Raylan
Asst. Issue Editor shortage of well trained teachers,
the teaching machine may be the
Horace Coleman
- Photo Editor
Tim Ilecknec
... Sports Editor only solution to the problem.
Research indicates that some
Claudia
..._ Social Editor
students are able to learn much
more and much faster when teachBusiness Staff
ing machines are used to suppleDm Draoger
Business Manager
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Robert's Fine Foods* Inc.
112 E. Washington
112

sf,

Classifieds

Family Style Sunday

Steaks—Chops—Sea Food

Dinners

Fancy Sandwiches

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Mon. through Sat 11:00 A.M. — 8:30 P.M.
Sun. 8:00 A.M. — 8:30 P.M.
Always Ample Fl*»> Parking

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
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Falcon Harriers
Take 3rd In Meet
By Ken Godd
NEWS Sport. Stall
Ohio
University
ended
Western
Michigan's
five
year cross country monopoly

"HERE IT COMES." U the cry o! both Bobcat iralnr and Falcon defend
•ti. Jay Cunningham (32) and Bob Foarnildo (12) give (Xpert coverage ol an Ohio
U. receiver. The Falcom intercepted two Bobcat panel In Iho gam*, and both
■topped Ohio scoring throat*.

LOOKOUT BOBCATS, horo com.i a Falcon. It'i Roger
Reynold* (31) and ho wasn't stoppod until ho had plckod

Mighty Falcons

Theta Chi, Sig Eps Win IM Games
In fraternity league football actioi. last week, Sterna Phi Kpsilon
beat Zeta Beta Tau. 39 to 6. and
cdfred Alpha Tau OmeRa, 28 to 18.
Thota Chi beat Sipma Nu. 39 to
25, and won by forfeit over Phi
Kappa Tau; Sigma Nu downed
Beta Theta Pi, 46 to 24, and Phi
Delta Theta won by forfeit over
Kappa Sigma.
Tau Kappa Epsilon edged Pi
Kappa Alpha. 39 to 32. Sigma Chi
beat Sigma Alpha Kpsilon, 5 7
to 19, and Delta Upsilon defeated
Phi Kappa Psi, 14 to 7.
Fraternity Football Standing*
Fraternity league football standings as of last Friday include:
League I: Theta Chi, 11-0; Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta, 9-2;
Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Tau Kappa Epsilon, all
8-3; Pi Kappa Alpha, 6-4; Sigma
Nu, 6-5.
League II: Beta Theta Pi and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. both 4-5;
Delta Upsilon, 2-9; Phi Kappa
Tau, 1-8; Zeta Beta Tau, 1-9; Kappa Sigma, 0-9; Phi Kappa Psi,
0-10.

Independent Fooball Standings
Indepondct.t
football
league
standings as of Nov. 7 include:
League I: Seniors. 5-0; Surfs,
2-1; Inlerns. 1-2; Laughing Boys,
0-4.
I .■■ague II: Slobs, 3-0; Debard's
Devils and Baumgartners, both 3-1;
Chargers II, 2-1; Fifth Street
Gang. Trojans, and Chings. all
2-2; Northwest Wolff's and Knucklirs, both 1-2; Royal Marquis and
War Trojans, both 0-3.
Fratornlty Tennis Standings
Fraternity tennis doubles standings as of Nov. 7 include:
League I: Sigma Phi Epsilon,
5-0; Alpha Tau Omega, 3-1; Tau
Kappa Epsilon, 3-2; Pi Kappa Alpha, 2-2; Delta Upsilon and Theta
Chi. both 0-6.
League II: Phi Kappa Psi, 4-1;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma
Chi, both 3-1; Phi Delta Theta, 2-2;
Kappa Sigma and Phi Kappa Tau.
both 2-3; Sigma Nu, 0-6.

up 11 yards. Thin was early In the first period and uniforms were still clean. They didn't stay that way long.

«5'
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HE CAUGHT IT. Tom Sims makes a diving catch of a Ruggloro pa» to pick
up a vital first down on tho Ohio (our yard lino. Soon alter, tho Falcons •corod
Iho tying touchdown (too bolow).

Fraternity Goll Standings
Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Phi
Delta Theta last Friday to win the
fraternity golf title.

TOUCHDOWN! Don Lisbon score, the Falcons' only touchdown In Saturday's
7 6 win. Lisbon went over left tackle from one yard out climaxing a 76 yard drive
by the Falcons. Asa Elsea added the extra point which was the eventual margin
ol victory. This was the second straight Bowling Croon win over the Bobcats, and
both were by a 7-6 score.

BETWEEN FRIENDS...
There's nothing like a Coke!

(Cont. From Page 1)
Tony RuKpiero had his boat
performance of the ywir, completing five of seven for SB yards.
Ohio's Jack Hite
Rained 56
yards in 21 carries, Jim Curtis,
42 in 13, Jim Albert, 28 in 10,
and Uotfer Mcrb, 14 in four.
Hob MbbStt who had a f»8 per
cent completion average this year,
could only complete five of )2 for
4H yards against an excellent Falcon pass defense. Babbitt had not
had a pass intercepted in the conference all year, but the Falcons
picked off two Saturday.
Neither team threatened much
in the first period, but the second
was. to quote Perry, "one of Iho
most lrustratlng of the year."
Bowling Green only had one flnl
down In the period, and the Bobcats threatened to score twice, but
alert pass Interceptions stopped
the driven.
If it wasn't for a Bowling Green
fmuMo, the Hobcats might not
lave scored at all.
Hell fumbled on the BG 30, and
the Bobcats took 10 plays to score,
with Albert going over right tackle
from four yards out.
McKce missed the extra |M)int,
and many players and fans remembered last year's 7-0 BG win,
when the .situation was almost
identical.
Alter the kickoff, it looked as
though the Falcons remembered
too, as they moved steadily down
the field.
On a third-and six situation on
tho Ohio U. 44. Ruggloro com plot
ed a "shovel pass" to Cunning
ham for a first down on the Ohio
28. In this play the quarterback
passes underhand to a hallback In
tho opposition's secondary. Perry
called It "the key play In tho
drivo."
Another key play was a Ruggiero to Tom Sims pass which was
complete on the four, and set up
the Falcon touchdown.
Three plays later, Lisbon went
in from the one, and Klsea kicked
the extra point which meant victory.
Mid American Conference
Standing!
Team
W
'Bowling Green
5
Ohio U.
4
Miami
3
W. Mich.
3
Kent Slat.
2
Toledo
1
Marshall
0
"Champion

L
0
1
1
2
4
5
s

T
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

Saturday as the Bobcat harriers won their first MAC
championship.
Tht Falcons, who were fourth
in the MAC last year, finished
third. The scoring was: Ohio U.,
23; Western Michigan, 33; Bowling tireen, 97; Miami, 116; Kent,
121; and Toledo. 162.
Ohio U.'s Ray Fleming led tho
puck over the four mile course,
with a time of 20:39.5.
Dale Cordova, the first Falcon
finisher, was tenth, with a time
of 21:&7. Barry Binkley finished
twelfth, with a time of 22:18.
Other Falcons anil their times
were: I.loyd Kime, 23:09; Vinson
Rehfield, 23:37; Don Bradley, 24:13; John Paton, 21:51; and Bill
l'linn, 25:31.
In 17 previous contests, only
Western Michigan and Miami had
heen in the elite circle of MAC
championship winners.
The Falcon troth finished third,
hehind Miami and Western Michigan. Tom Steury captured twelfth
place with a time of 22:36.

.

• •

Coach Mel Brodt's varsity cross
country team compiled a 7-2 dual
meet record thi.s year, losing only
to powerful Central State and
Wayne State squads.
The Falcons hold dual victories
over Miami, Toledo, (two wins)
Kastern Michigan, Baldwin-Wallace, Ball State, and Central
Michigan.
The Bowling Green harriers
were eighth at the Notre Dame Invitational, third at the Ohio State
Quadrangular, and third at the
MAC Championships.
Barry Binkley was the number
one man for the Falcons, finishing first in five meets, lie set a
new Bowling Green varsity four
mile record when he ran a 20:15
at Notre Dame, breaking Mel
Turner's record of 20:18.4, set
In 1958.
Dale Cordova, the number two
man, is the only Falcon to finish
ahead of Binkley this year. Be also shared honors with Binkley in
the first Toledo meet, when they
both ran a 15:38 on a three mile
course.
Other Falcons and their best
season times were: l.loyd Kime,
21:32; Don Bradley, 22:16; Vinson Itehfeld, 22:04; and Ralph
Canady, 22:26.

CHURCH

SHOE

SHOP
131 South Main Si

"WHO OWNS THE ELECTRIC COMPANY ?"
Many of our customers think the
city, or the state, owns and runs
this company.
They are glad to learn that it just
isn't so. Your electric company is
owned and run by people, just like
any other investor-ewned business.
A lot of the people who own this
business are also its customers.
Naturally, they demand that it be
run efficiently, made to grow—and
that electric service continue to be
brought to them and to you efficiently and economically.
That's one reason you can be sure
of all the electricity you need, at
the lowest prices possible.

Are you a one pat or a two pat man? Vitalis with
V-7 keeps your hair neat all day without grease.

TOLEDO EDISON

Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
Bottled under authority of
Tht Coca-Cola Company by BOTHER'S NAME HERE

Naturally. V-7® is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis®
with V-7 tights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness, keeps
your hair neat all day without grease. Try Vitalis with V-7 today!
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Tales And Tidbits

No Money Left
No Nerves Left
By Claudia StammiD
Social Editor
No coffee after class today—no
money left. Midterm grades are on
their way—no nerves left. Guess
it's time to write to Dad . . .
Founders will feature a "Welcome. Dads" sign to greet paternal
members of the residents' families
on Dad's Day . . .
Residents of Kohl, Williams, and
Shatzel Halls have scheduled a
rinsed formal Nov. 16 in the ballroom. Bobby Haskins band will
play for the "November Nocturne,"
and the Kohl-Shatzel chorus will
provide entertainment . . .
Speaking of Kohl, invitations to
a Dad's Day dinner have been sent
to all the parents of the residents
From this date until Nov. 16,
members of Alpha Tau Omega will
resemble Mitch Miller, Ernest

Laundry Unit
To Move Home
The University laundry service,
presently housed in the Women's
Gym, will have a new home come
next spring.
The laundry will be moved from
the gym to the area underneath tho
west dining room of the new Commons dining hall. The hall is expected to be completed in tho
spring.
The move will provide more
classroom space in the gym and
will give tho laundry service a
larger area.
Some of the present laundry
equipment will bo moved into the
new building, but new and modern
equipment also will bo purchased
to improve the service.

British Debaters
(Con't From Page I)
vanity has the power to expel
students. They also hud a negative
attitude toward college social
fraternities. Mr. McDonnel said
that, "Most of the fraternities I
have seen were dirty and had
no staff of any kind of responsible for the maintenance of them."
However, both Mr. McDonnel and
Mr. Madel seemed impressed with
the appearances of the social fraternity and
sorority houses at
Howling Green State Universities.
American eating habits were
other characteristics that the two
Englishmen found to be different.
Whilo eating a Falcon Burger
for lunch at the suggestion of a
Howling Green State University
student, Mr. McDonnel said that,
"the English eat full-course meals
for lunch instead of hamburgers."

Hemingway, or someone. The men
are having a contest (with a $10
prize) for growing the best beard.
The Sadie Hawkin's Day party
will climax the contest . . .
Two secret organizations of Alpha Phi compete in a sorority spirit
campaign. "Sic Phi" and "Phi Phi"
post signs and slogans in the Phi
house . . .
The social committee of Rodgers
Quadrangle has decided against
sponsoring a "Charities Ball." The
reason? Rodgers lacks sufficient
funds to sponsor the dance . . .
Alpha Phi Omega, which is the
men's
service
fraternity,
has
pledged the following men: John
Garrett, Sheldon Westman, Don
Boebel. James Wilcoxon, David W.
Pfeiffer, George Bendik, Karl
Spalvins, George Honsa, and James
Donart. Alpha Phi Omega conducts
campus tours for visitors, sponsors
the "Ugly Man" contest, aids in
the annual blood bank program,
and decorates the stadium for
Homecoming . . .
The Women's Rcsiotnce Center
will be dedicated during Dad's
Day. Members of the administration and residents of Bowling
Green have been invited . . .
Maybe the letter to Dad should
be air-mail—that coffee would
taste good and maybe an explanation would quell the explosion over
midterms . . .

IFC Names 10 Men
To Attend Conference
Inter-fraternity Council named
10 delegates to attend the National Inter-fraternity Conference at
their meeting Monday.
The Conference is designed to
allow representatives
from all
over the nation to meet and exchange ideas. Representing Bowling Green will be Bruce ('. Campbell, president; John W. Lucas,
executive vice president; Dennis
S. McGurer, Victor A. Rothbardl,
Christopher C, Secger, David I,.
Feasby, Vcrnon K. Oechsle, and
Jack Davis. Representing the Inter-fraternity Pledge Council will
be John K. Dcwine ami James
Zilinski.
Delegates also were chosen to
represent Bowling Green at the
Mid-American I.F.C. Panhellenic
Leadership Council Workshop at
Marshall University on Friday
and Saturday, Nov. 10 and 17.
They are Cambcll, McGurer, and
Richard K. Reinhardt.
In other action, a unanimous
veto was recorded to support the
jazz festival held in the Men's
Gym.

OHIO UNIVERSITY FRATERNITY MASCOT
Aw Come On Fella*—We're luppoeed to Win!I

Pins To Pans
Going
Linda M. Novak, Treadway,
pinned to Steven R. Gargus, Delta Tau Delta; Lois Henson, Alpha
Omega Pi, Miami University, to
John A. Hern, Delta Tau Delta;
Carolyn C. Walker, W.R.C. West,
to Robert I.. Reynolds, Zeta Beta
Tau; Alice L, McKay, Alpha Chi
Omega, to John A. Rintaman, Sigma I'In F.psilon; Jean Iturkhart,
Alpha Chi Omega, to Keith F,.
Hamilton, Phi Delta Thcta; Lynne
J. Delau, Alpha Delta Pi, to Stan
K. Jones, Sigma Phi F.psilon; Linda J.
Sullivan, Alpha
Delta
Pi, to George W. Dye, Sigma Phi
F.psilon; Annette E. Tanno, Alpha Delta Pi, to James L. Schrncder, Beta Theta Pi;
Susan T. Wisner, Alpha Delta
I'i. to Charles Williams, Phi Mu
Delta, Ohio Northern; Betty L.
Rieker, Alpha Gamma Delta, to
Mitchell Harry, Kappa Sigma; Loretta A. Verb*, Alpha Gamma Delta, to Tom Mnran, Phi Kappa Sigma, Ohio University;
Susan J. Williams, Lowry, to
David Bonaham, Alpha Tau Omega, Ohio Wesleyan University;
Susan K. Jones, Chi Omega pledge,
to Pnsqunlc G. Cannavino, Sigma
Nu; Joani Jennings, Chi Omega,
to Myron Giro, Beta Theta Pi,

Court News
Parking Offenso
Thomas L. Fries, second parking violation, guilty, fined SI! and
one week's suspension of his driving privileges.
Aurice J. Hoover, guilty, fined
$1.
Russell A. Moritz, innocent.
Improper Display of Decal
Paul L. Harmon, guilty in ab
sentia, fined $1.

DO YOU KNOW?
The "U" Shop is one of six stores with
offices in Columbus, Ohio.
We are traditional shops tailored to
meet the students every need. This
store is not connected in any way
with any other store in Bowling
Green.
Christmas Cards
all alike — imprinted
with your name

OUT

stores an Marvins Mens Wear, O.S.U., and

the University shops at Ohio State—Ohio U.—
Miami U—Purdue U.—and the newest B.G.S.U.

$2.25 and up

Distinctive Christmas
Cards with the familiar
Hallmark and crown
on the back that shows
"you care enough to
cend tho very best."

Gifts

Art

YOUNG'S

30 Day Charges invited. Charge accounts at B.G. are good at
all store*.

{Hnfoersittp
111 EAST WOOSTUt fT. . PHONE JU-S1U
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

• ohi3 n
Alms. o.

Ohio State D.
Cotuaibus. O.

• Massl D.
O.

Purdue, U.
W. Lafayette.

University of Cincinnati; Carol L.
Sutherland, Gamma Phi Beta, to
Tom Sant, Delta Tau Delta, Kenyon College; Dianne L. Metzger,
Delta Zeta, to Gerald Levy, Zeta
Beta Tau.
Going
Sandra L. Henrich, Alpha Delta
Pi, engaged to Frederick P. Gerken, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Janet
L Life. Alpha Delta Pi, to Kenneth Taylor, Phi Kappa Tau, Ohio
University alumnus;
Suzanne B. Kertesz, Alpha Delta Pi, to Chuck Conklin, United
States Army; Geraldine Joslin, Alpha Gamma Delta, to Greg A.
Winter, Phi Kappa Tau-, Virginia
A. Hedl, Alpha Gamma Delta, to
Tom Hartley, United States Army;
Carol J. McCookey, Alpha Gamma Delta, to John Pnpcko, Thcta
Chi; Margery A. Miller, Kappa Delta, to Don Haney, Sidney; Ixiretta
A. Foertch, Kappa Delta pledge,
to Ron Kyser, Columbia;
Marlene J. Sturm. W.R.C". West,
to Tom llacsik, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Ohio University; Judith I).
Runser, Gamma Phi Beta, to Hal
llruner. Phi Mu Delta, Ohio Northern University alumnus; Patricicia A. Bowman, Gamma Phi Beta,
to Arthur Mix, Purdue University; Bonnie M. Kelly, Alpha Chi
Omega, to John V. Kdwards, Theta Chi.
Qese
Shirley Stein, Warren, married
to Ronald Kapsos, Delta Tau Delta; Jean K. Leupold, Alpha Chi
Omega, to Tom Mann, Delta Tau
Delta alumnus.

BASS PLAYER Winston S. Budrow uimi to bo lost In a rhapsody ol nil
own making as deep throbbing notes pulse from his bass (iddlt. Budrow Is
a member of the Dave Melle Orchestra which made Its campus debut Friday night
In tho men's gym. The good sized crowd which attended tho IFC sponsored lass
festival hoard smooth and mellow music which was not only good listening but
good to dance to also

Coed Recalls Education System
Of British Hong Kong As Rough
Leslie G. Rodd, a freshman in
Business Administration, received
her elementary and secondary
education in Hong Kong and Formosa.
Her memories of education and
experiences in these countries reveal that she feels the British
form of teaching is rougher than
American standards demand: The
system in Hong Kong is based on
the British system.
She explained that the British
education system is divided into
forms instead of semesters or
years. There are five forms to a
.student's secondary education. A
student begins courses that he will
want to take for his five forms,
The student then begins with the
first form and takes the elementary basis of his courses, then
with each higher form his courses
are dealt with in more detail.
At the completion of five forms
the student may quit or go into a
sixth form; when, at the end of
Members of Student Court suggest that students with automobiles carefully reread "You and
Your Automobile" and "A guide
of the Parking Areas on Compus."
This material should have been
received when the automobile was
registered. If it was not, it may
be obtained from the secretary in
the University Police Department.
Knowing this material may save
a trip to Student Court.

the sixth form, he may apply to a
university in I,ondon. Miss Rodd
said she would not like to learn
under the British system, because
the teachers are not strict enough
with the students.
Concerning education in ForMIOSB, Miss Rodd said, "The education is conducted in the same manner as in America. The country
even has facilities to teach the
American children in the country."

ODK Introduces
Talk' Session
((micron Delta Kappa, national
leadership honorary organization
for men, has introduced discussion
sessions into its program of regular bi-monthly meetings.
ODK members, lenders in almost
every phase of campus activity,
discuss topics of interest on campus and subjects of importance
within the group. Alternate meetings are concerned with the business affairs of the organization.
The first project undertaken
this year was the distribution of
pamphlets stressing the importance
of extracurricular activities to all
freshmen men.
At present, plans are being made
for the annual ODK Leadership
Conference to be held in March.

Is this the only reason for
using Mennen Skin Bracer?
Skin Bracer's rugged, long-lasting aroma is an obvious attribute. But is it everything?
After all, Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the after-shave
lotion that cools rather than burns. It helps heal
shaving nicks and scrapes. Helps prevent blemishes.
Conditions your skin.
Aren't these sound, scientific virtues more important
than the purely emotional effect Skin Bracer has on
women? In that case, buy a bottle. And —have fun. B
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Usual 'Big Day' Rain Fail

inder Champs

Beat O.U.
O.U. Beat
e

e

•

Bobcat Coeds
Visit Williams
By Jim Caisy
NEWS l..u. Editor
Before and After Story—"Beat
O.U. . . . Beat O.U. . . . Beat O.U.
..." cried Falcon fans. "O.U.
Beat! . . . O.U. Beat! . . . O.U.
Heat!" yelled Falcon players.

•

A SEA OF UMBRELLAS
"Who made that touchdown? Did anybody »ee who mad* that touchdown? Get thai umbrella oul i my oat.'

■i

•

•

With the arrival of 2,000 Ohio
University students for the biggame week end, confusion "rained" for some Bobcat coeds. Three
drenched O.U. women were half
way to the second floor of Williams Hall before they discovered
it wasn't a women's dormitory
anymore. Williams Hall residents
didn't mind the intrusion, however. The red-faced O.U. coeds
gracefully turned down an invitation for a guided tour through
the dormitory.
At the pap rally Friday evening.
Falcon Coach Doyl Perry "aid II
BG won "let's hare a wing ding ol
a celebration "That ■ what Coach
Perry wanted and that's what the
campus got — even though the
celebrating began Friday night.

BG'S CUNNINGHAM TACKLED
"Come on. man. Get out of the way. We're mo»m."

Someone1 walking through the
Men's Gym before game time saw
an O.U. player and asked the
Bobcat if they were going to win.
' That's what we came here for,"
he said. "We'll win."
A Bobcat fan asked a IUJ stu
deal for directions to the nearest
uptown pub. The BG student replied. "Drive straight up to Main
Street, turn right, and when you
see a sign saying 'Loading Zone'
you'll be there."

A WET BG BAND FORMS 'BG'
AT BG IN BG IN MUD

•

CHEERLEADERS
"Did ya see lhal tackle ... did
ya?"

•

•

After the game, many Falcons
wondered about the possibility ol
a bowl bid. Coach Perry eald. "I
don't think we'll get one. We'd
take one It It was the right one.
yes."

•

•

•

One Bobcat rooter was so sick
and tipsy after BO blocked OU's
last field goal try that he fell
down
three rows of
bleacher
seats. He was not hurt, however,
.lust stunned.

•

•

FALCONS HOIST COACH PERRY
"I knew we'd do It ... I knew we'd do II ... I knew we'd do III"

•

The campus policemen were
amazed at the little amount of
trouble they encountered over the
week end. One policeman said the
week end was "very quiet; exceptionally quiet for the type of
week end we expected." In addition to the 12 regular policemen,
.'11 auxiliary policemen were used.

•

PRECIOUS PERRY
"Go ahead. Throw mo In the sho*
tt. I double dare ya."

BG FANS JOIN BAND

•

•

Usually after any big victory
over a big team, a rumor flutters
nround that the coach has been offered another job by a bigger college. This victory was no different. There was a rumor that Falcon Coach Doyt Perry was offered the head job at a Big 10
university — probably the University of Michigan. However, Perry -squelched the rumor by saying,
"there's nothing to it at all. Absolutely nothing."

"We lore a parade, da dada Dada . .

i'
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MAC OMSM
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'OLD ALPHA' VICTORY BELL

(Photos by Horace Colemcm. Stephen
Sherman, and Joe Ssabo)

"Victory bells, victory bolls, victory all the way ..."

JKOUlUftDlL
£EVI WINE FOOD

lUQUCVASf

CLEAKEftS,

AFTER THE GAME
•Where the ellM meet to eat."

LOCAL INSTITUTION
"Sorry, all (Uled up " (Need wo say more?)

LA*stW7

MAC CHAMPS
'O.U. washed, dried, and grid-Ironed In 2 hours."

PCNJ#
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Student membership on the Journalism Activities Committee has
been increased by the appointment
of the editors of the KEY and
NEWS to the committee by President Ralph G. Harshman.
Harold W. Miller, editor of the
KEY, and Ann K. Jctt, editor of
the NEWS, received the appointment after the Committee recommended to the President that such
action be taken.
Tho addition of the editors to

QUESTION: Do you believe a system of University bomb
shelters should be constructed?

Sandra L. McDowell, Education, ar. — "No.
I think if there is going to be a nuclear war, there
will not be any sense in having a bomb shelter.
The money spent on bomb shelters would be a
waste, so it should be spent on something psychologically constructive to prevent war."

Otieno A. Ambala, Liberal Arts, jr. — "No.
The rate of the bomb is so fast, it would be useless to go to bomb shelters. The beta rays probably
could penetrate the best constructed shelter. How
do we know that the explosion will not smash the
.shelters?"

Robert I,, llarter, Liberal Arts, fresh. — "No.
When mnn steps out of his bomb shelter, there will
be nothing left — water will be polluted end animals and vegetation will be dead. However, insects
are highly resistant to radiation, and since they
will have no vegetation for food, there will be
nothing left for them to cat but man himself.
Even if you survived the blast anyway, there
wouldn't be anything unpolluted to eat."

Tommie D. Dowese, Liberal Arts, fresh.—"No
I don't believe we would have enough time during
an atomic attack to reach the bomb shelter, and I
don't think people would be able to survive the
bombing. I think we should work more on peace
thun on bomb shelters."

Officials Plan Spring Occupancy
For New Administration Building
The
Bldp;.,
Street

new

Administration

located on Thurstin
between the Music

Bldg. and Shatzel Hall, is expected to be ready for occupancy in the spring of 1963.
The new building will bo the
site of all administrative offices
including payments, housing, and
dcuns, as well as publications and
alumni offices.
In an interview with F. E. Beatty, director of buildings and facilities, the basic designs of the
building were outlined. "The main
purpose of the new building,"
pointed out Mr. Ileatty, "is to be
as functional as possible. All business personnel will be on hand in
one centrally located spot so that
they can easily be reached when
needed. This will eliminate trips
to various parts of the campus to
transact business," he said.
The 10-story building is regarded as Bowling Green's first skyscraper. From a distance, this is
the first building which is seen
on the campus. Its 10 floors are
methodically arranged so that the
student needs arc on the lower
floors, while tho less frequently
used offices are situated on the
upper floors.
On the first floor will be Admissions and Dormitory Payments,
the Housing Office, and the Registrar. Each office on this floor
and throughout the building will
be accompanied by waiting rooms
to make it more comfortable and
efficient for students and personnel alike.
The second floor will be the
site of the Academic Dean's offi-

Library In Process
Of Indexing NEWS
The student assistants of the Library reference room arc indexing
the NEWS, a project now in ita
third year.
They began with the earliest Issues of the NEWS, dating back to
around 1920. At present, they are
working on the issues of the academic year 1944-46. The indexing
is done on three by five cards,
which are arranged by name or
subject. Each card relates the date,
page, and column of the issue of
the NEWS containing the desired
information.
. "As long as the NEWS continue*
to be published, it is a job that can
never be finished," said A. Robert
Rogers, director of the Library.

ces Including those of the three
colleges and the graduate school,
while tho third floor will be primarily business offices accompanied by the Student Financial
Aids Office.
Personnel Deans and the Placement Office will occupy the fourth
and fifth floors respectively, while
the sixth will be a Ccntrnl Service Area including the Post Office. Alumni business will be conducted on the seventh floor with
Publications above it on the
eighth.
The ninth floor will be designated for Facilities and Maintenance, and the top floor will be
the private office of the President
and the Board of Trustees.
The decor of the building is to
be basically simple with a marbletype floor throughout Walls in
the main foyer will be marble,
while those in the President's Office arc expected to be wood paneled.
Many of the walls will be metal
partitions which can be moved
if enlargement of offices is necessary. These petitions will vary in
color from yellow to blue to
brown, thus adding a cheerful
atmosphere as well as a warm and
comfortable business-like appearance.
The building is estimated to
cost $1,500,000, of which $1,260,000 came from University appropriations and $300,000 from
local funds.
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Journalism Activities Committee
Receives More Student Members

v^andid Campus

Sharon A. Fanelly, Education, soph.—"No.
If we have a nuclear war, there won't be anything
remaining. What would we have to come out to?
I think our money could be used for better purposes."

NOT.

UCF Sponsors
Three Classes
ORCHESIS member* left to right front row, Janot Jamei. and Sharon K. Hoi
man; back row, Gwendolyn M. Jonas, and Sue C. Comitock. practice (or their
annual spring •how, Women Interested In Joining the modern dance group may
contact Judy A. Mikell, Instructor In physical education. In the Women's Bldg..
or attend the rehearsals every Thursday at 7 p.m. In the Women's Bldg.

Kampus Kaleidoscope
Coming

Going

SOCIOLOGY CLUB — Will hold Its
meeting at 3:30 p.m. today In the
Hirer Room. Robert S. Lyons, a junior
majoring In business, will show slides
and speak on his trip to Tahiti.

KAPPA DELTA PI — Heard Dr.
Mearl R. Guthrie, professor of business
education speak on Nov. 7.

AWS LEGISLATIVE BOARD — WW
meet at 3:30 p.m. today In the Taft
Room. The discussion of the extension
of women's week end hours will con
tlnue.
FOUNDERS QUADRANGLE — Women will hear Mrs. Francis L. Gairlson.
make up expert from Garrison's Photo
graphy Studio In Bowling Green,
speak on hair styles, makeup and
general etiquette at 8:15 tonight In
(he West Lounge.
HUMANIST SOCIETY — Will meet
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow In the Pink Dog
woor Room to hear Dr. Arthur G. Neal,
assistant professor of sociology, and
Donald E. McVlcker. Instructor In sociology, speak on "Cultural Relativism
and Racial Equality."
GEOLOGY CLUB — Will meet at
7:30 p.m. tomorrow In 70 Overman
HalL "All persons are Invited to Join."
said William I. Stone, club president.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIA
TION — Will hold a coffee hour at
2:30 p.m. Thursday. In the Wayne
Room. A turkey dinner wll be held at
6:30 p.m. Sunday at St. Mark's Luth
eran Church.
GAMMA DELTA—Lutheran Missouri
Synod organisation. Is holding choir
practice at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at
the Lutheran Student center.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZA
TION — Is sponsoring a lecture at
6:30 p.m. Thursday, in Prout Chapel.
Herbert E. Relke. C.S.B., a member of
the Lectureship Board, will speak on
"How College Students Find Success
ful Living Through Christian Selene*."
CHANN1NG MURRAY CLUB — Unitarian liberal religious group Is hold
Ing an organisation meeting at 7 p.m.
Thursday In the River Room.
WORKSHOP PLAYERS — Drama as
soclatlon for freshmen and transfer
students Interested In theatrical pro
ductlon. will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday
In the Joe E. Brown Theatre. Portions
of an original musical revue by Thorn
an H. Gressler, graduate assistant in
speech, will be featured and try out
dates for the freshman play. "The
Torchbearers." by George Kelly. wUl
be announced.

AFROTC CHORUS AND COLOR
GUARD—Presented a Veteran Day pro
gram for the Bowling Green American
Legion yesterday at the American Le
glon Hall.
SIGMA ALPHA ETA—Honorary so
clety of Speech and Hearing Therapy,
met in the Taft Room. Dr. John C.
Kelleher, a member of the Cleft Pa
late Rehabilitation Center In Toledo,
spoke at the meeting on "Surgical Rehabilitation of the Cleft Palate Child."
NOEA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS
—Met Saturday with Miss Beryl M.
Parrlsh. associate professor of English,
presiding. The main point of discus
slon centered around the publication
of the Northern Ohio Education Asso
elation bulletin, which Is to be pub
llshed this month and sent to all organisation members.

Allis, Meyer, McNeil
Win ROTC Awards
Throe Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps Cadets were
announced as tentative recipients
of the distinguished AFROTC Cadet award.
Announcement was made during intermission of the concert
given by the Wright-Patterson Air
Force Hand Tuesday.
The Cadets. Richard A. Allis,
Charles L. Meyer, and I.arry A.
McNeil, will he under observation
to determine whether they will
qualify to receive the award at
graduation.
Cadets from 173 institutions
will he competing for the awards.
Judging will he based on leadership and ability.
To be eligible for consideration
a cadet must be in the upper half
of his graduating class, the upper
third of his ROTC class, and the
upper half of his summer training
camp rating system.
Cadets who receive the award
receive special consideration when
applying for the regular Air
Force.

The United Christian Fellowship
is sponsoring three sections of
study classes in theology.
These include a Seminar in
Christian Worship, a Seminar for
Skeptics, and Bible Study and
Prayer.
The Seminar in Christian Worship, conducted by tho Rev. Harry
Wainwright Jr., associate director
of UCF, is a study of the worship
life of the church. The seminar
begins with the temple and synagogue worship of Judaism, and
includes the various traditions of
the present church.
Classes for tho Seminar in
Christian Worship will be held
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. starting Monday and on Nov. 26; Dec. 3 and 10;
and Jan. 7 anil 14. in the Harrison
Room.
Seminar for Skeptics, an open
forum in which seminar members
will be allowed to raise any question concerning the Christian faith,
will be directed by the Rev. M.
Eugene Davis, director of UCF.
The classic skeptics which may
be employed as the situation arises
are: "Is the concept of a personal
God ns in the Judaic-Christian
faith valid today? Has the superstition of God been successfully
disposed? Is Humanism an alternative to Christian faith?"
The forum will moot from 7:30
to 9 tomorrow and on Nov. 28;
Dee. 5 and 12; Jnn. 9 and 16 in
the Croghan Room.
Tho third section, Bible Study
and Prayer, will be conducted by
the Rev. Jerry M. Sullivan, pastor
of tho First Christian Church in
Bowling Green. The class is a devotional study of a certain portion
or theme of scripture with the intent of developing and deepening
the Christian life.
The study will bo hold from 7 to
8 p.m. tomorrow and Nov. 28; Dec.
5 and 12; and Jan. 9 and 16, in tho
Croghan Room.

the committee is one of the recommendations contained in the report
of the Trustees' Committee on Student Affairs now before Faculty
Senate and Student Council for
discussion.
The former committee was comprised of five faculty members and
two student members. Two of the
faculty members were elected by
the faculty, and the other three
were approved by the President of
the University. The two student
members were approved by the
Student Leadership and Service
Board.
Last spring the committee suggested more student representation
was needed, since faculty members
outnumbered students 5 to 2.
The editors of the NEWS and
KEY formerly have been ex-officio
members. However, during recent
years they have been excluded.
The committee suggested the editors be brought back as official
members, and President Ralph G.
Harshman executed the recommendation.
The present committee includes
Jesse J. Currier, professor of
journalism and director of the
School of Journalism, as chairman;
Dr. Donald W. Bowman, professor
of physics; Dr. Morgan M. Brent,
associate professor of biology; Dr.
Paul F. Lcedy, provost; Dr Raymond Ycager, associate professor
of speech; Miss Jctt, Miller, Brian
L. Cooper, and Patricia A. O'Brien.

Summer Students
Increase To 4,500
Bnrollmont for the 1962 summer school and extended session
for freshman at the University
totaled almost 4.500. This represented an increase of 7.1'r for
the first session and a \2.\','c increase the second session.
Two thousand four hundred
and eight students attended the
first session, and 1,835 were enrolled for the second session. In
addition there were 248 entering
freshmen attending the extended
session.
Plans for the 1963 summer proirram are now being developed by
Dr. Ralph II. Geer, director of
tho summer programs.
Dr. Geor said that ideas successful in the past will be used
again. The time schedule may be
changed to ffln an open lunch
period. In the past classes have
boon scheduled through the lunch
hour.
Tentatively planned for next
summer are a music workshop and
a journalism workshop. Another
European tour is also being considered.

According to the National Education college enrollments in 1900
were equal to about 4 pr cnt ot
the population in the 18-21 year
age bracket. Now it approaches 37
per cent.

Few additional personnel members are believed to bo needed because every office expects to function sufficiently with its present
staff. It is hoped that the building will be ready for occupancy
around May 1, but the difficulty
of moving offices while school is
still in session may cause several
weeks delay.
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THANKSGIVING

THE NEWEST LOOK IN SHETLAND SWEATERS

They'll Keep!
Ifci p on w* k md U wj W

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
— In The Union —

Cards that hive i picture of you and your family say "Wish wa could be with
you." What a thoughtful way to send greetings! Choose your favorite photo
and bring us the negative. Pick the design you like best from our selection.
We'll have your cards ready before the holiday rush.

$11.95
The brightest, gayest noto of the season. This new look cardigan
is 1009t imported Shetland wool with an intricately patterned yoke
front and back. In Char. Gray. Fawn Beige. Lovett Blue, Bronze Green,
and only at the CLOTHES RACK at this happy little price.

TRADITIONAL

Rogers Drug Store

OUTFITTERS
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OF GENTLEMEN
AND LADIES

